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Heterodyne interferometric technique for displacement control
at the nanometric scale
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We propose a method of displacement control that addresses the measurement requirements of the
nanotechnology community and provide a traceability to the definition of the me`ter at the
nanometric scale. The method is based on the use of both a heterodyne Michelson’s interferometer
and a homemade high frequency electronic circuit. The system so established allows us to control
the displacement of a translation stage with a known step of 4.945 nm. Intrinsic relative uncertainty
on the step value is 1.631029. Controls of the period of repetition of these steps with a
high-stability quartz oscillator permits to impose an uniform speed to the translation stage with the
same accuracy. This property will be used for the watt balance project of the Bureau National de
Métrologie of France. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1614858#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tolerances in the manufacturing processes of high te
nologies and nanotechnologies become increasingly res
tive and already reach in some fields~such as microelectron
ics, micromechanics, genetic! the limit of industrial
possibilities. Developments in these fields are conditioned
the capability both to make nanometric displacements an
measure and control dimensions with a nanome
uncertainty.1 Ultraprecision translation stages know impo
tant overhangs since the beginning of the century. The
formances of platforms given by the ratio travel over reso
tion increase by a factor 5–10 every ten years.2 Presently, the
best platforms can make subnanometric displacement
some millimeters. Needs consist now to control these
placements with an accuracy and a repeatability at the
nanometric range. Displacement measurements at this s
remain a competitiveness factor for these high-tech ind
tries. Another problem is the traceability of displaceme
measurements at this scale. Due to their inherent accu
and their traceability, Michelson’s interferometer have b
come an attractive tool for the most demanding measu
applications. We present a method of displacement meas
ment and control based on the use of a heterodyne Mic
son’s interferometer. Our system allows to achieve nanom
ric displacement with a known step of 4.945 nm. T
newness of our method is its intrinsic relative accuracy
1.631029 on the step value.

As the method is based on the use of a heterodyne in
ferometer, the principle of this apparatus is first presen
Then the description of our method is made. Experimen
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results that prove the validity of our method are finally e
posed.

II. PRINCIPLE OF HETERODYNE OPTICAL
INTERFEROMETRY

Heterodyne laser interferometry forms the basis of m
trology in numerous high-precision displacement measu
ment applications. The principle of heterodyne interfero
eter is shown in Fig. 1. The laser source contains t
orthogonal polarized beams with different angular frequ
cies (v1 ,v2). Waves are assumed to propagate along
positive direction of thez axis of ans2p2z orthogonal,
right-handed, Cartesian coordinate system~Fig. 1!. Electro-
magnetic field components of the laser beamEL(z,t) can be
represented as

S Es~z,t !
Ep~z,t ! D5S uE0uexp@2 i ~v2t1f0s!#

uE0uexp@2 i ~v1t1f0p!# D , ~1!

where uE0u5uEsu5uEpu represents the amplitude of the lin
ear, simple harmonic oscillations of the electric-field comp
nents along thes and p axes,f0s and f0p represent the
initial phases. A neutral density beamsplitter divides the la
beam in two parts. One part of the beam is directed t
combining polarizer and a detector resulting in an interf
ence signal. This signal will be used as areference signal.
Only the alternating current is measured due to the use
band-pass filter, eliminating both the dc component and
tical frequencies. Using the Jones matrices,3–5 the electric
field component of the beam on photodiode 1~PD1! is given
by

Eref5B~p/4!•N•EL , ~2!

where the Jones matrix for a polarizer with its optical a
oriented at 45° relatively of thes andp axes and for a 50/50
neutral density beamsplitter are, respectively,
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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B~p/4!5
1

2 S 1 1

1 1D , ~3!

N5
1

2 S 1 0

0 1D . ~4!

After calculation, we obtain

Eref5
1
4 E0$exp@2 i ~v2t1f0s!#1exp@2 i ~v1t1f0p!#%

3S 1
1D . ~5!

The time-averaged intensity of the wave can be obtained
premultiplying their Jones vectorE by their Hermitian ad-
joint E†, respectively. Then

I 5cn Re$E"E†%, ~6!

wherec is the speed of the light in vacuum andn the refrac-
tive index of air. Because a heterodyne interferometer o
detects signals with frequency about (v22v1), the dc terms
can be discarded. Hence, the intensity of the reference si
is found to be

I ref5
1
8 cnuE0u2 cos@~v22v1!t1~f0s2f0p!#. ~7!

The transmitted beam is once divided by a polarizing bea
splitter ~PBS!. It reflects one polarization of the incomin
light to a stationary retroreflector~SR! ~reference beam!, and
passes the other one to a movable retroreflector~MR! ~mea-
surement beam!. The reference beam retraces its path a
being reflected by the stationary retroreflector. The meas
ment beam is reflected by the movable retroreflector attac
to an electromagnetic driver and moving at constant spe
As a result the measurement beam is Doppler shifted.
frequency shift is equal to twice the speed of the mir
divided by the wavelength of light. The measurement be
and the reference beam recombine at the back of the p

FIG. 1. Principle of the heterodyne interferometer: Two colinear and
thogonally polarized beams with different angular frequencies (v1 ,v2) are
sent on a polarizing beamsplitter. One of the beams is sent on a statio
retroreflector rather than the other which is sent on a movable retrorefle
Due to motion, this last beam is Doppler shifted. Both beams recombin
the back of the polarizing beamsplitter and interference occurs. The res
a phase shift of the measurement signal~PD2! compared to the referenc
signal ~PD1!. Displacement of the movable mirror could be deduced fr
this phase shift.
Downloaded 04 May 2006 to 193.51.41.209. Redistribution subject to AI
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izing beamsplitter and interference occurs. The result i
phase shift of the measurement signal compared to the
erence signal. In an ideal heterodyne interferometer, thp
and s components of the electromagnetic field are perfec
separated by the PBS. Jones calculations lead to the ele
field component of the beam on photodiode 2~PD2!:

Emeas5
1
4 E0$exp@2 i ~v2t1f0s!#2exp~2 iDf1!

3exp@2 i ~v1t1f0p!#%S 1
1D ~8!

and so

I meas5
1
8 cnuE0u2 cos@~v22v1!t1~f0s2f0p!2Df1#.

~9!

The displacement of the movable retroreflector can be
duced from the phase difference betweenI ref @Eq. ~7!# and
I meas@Eq. ~9!# using

D,5
l1Df1

4p
, ~10!

wherel1 represents the wavelength in air. Compared to
modyne Michelson’s interferometers, in heterodyne interf
ometers, signal containing displacement information is tra
lated to a frequencyDv5v22v1 permitting hence a bette
signal to noise ratio.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PHASE-LOCKED
INTERFEROMETRIC METHOD

Neglecting refractive index of air fluctuations, a di
placement of a movable mirror given by a one-pass Mich
son’s interferometer by an amount ofl/2 corresponds to a
phase shift equal to 2p. The method we proposed here co
sists in reversing this property of Michelson’s interferom
eters. Consider the sketch in Fig. 2. An electronic board g
erates two synchronized signalss1 and s2 at the same
frequency n. Electronic circuit allows us to make phas

-

ary
or.
at
is

FIG. 2. Sketch of the phase-locked interferometric method for position
displacement control: An electronic board generates two synchronized
nals s1 and s2 at the same frequency. Signals1 is sent to the laser head
rather thans2 which is sent on a mixer. Phases of both signalss2 ands3 ~the
electronic signal at the output of the interferometer! are compared. When a
phase shift is made ons1 or s2 , signal errore becomes non-null and a
motion of the mirror via the lock-in electronic is generated to compens
the phase shift by Doppler effect. If the phase shifts are quantified the
becomes possible to control the displacement of the translation stage st
step.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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jumps of quantified value on either signals. Signalss2 ands1

are, respectively, sent to a mixer and to a laser head w
transpose the signal from ultrasonic range to optical
quency range thanks to a Bragg cell. This allows to perfo
the two optical components of the heterodyne interferome
The optical beam passes through the interferometer. The
components are recombined at the output of the interfer
eter, resulting on a signals3 at the same frequency ofs1 and
s2 . Signals3 contains position information thens3 is phase
compared withs2 and a signal error is sent to a lock-
electronic that pilots an actuator supporting the movable m
ror.

A. Position and displacement control

Suppose the movable mirror moves away or closer to
polarizing beamsplitter. Doppler effect on the mirror resu
in a negative or positive phase shift compared to a phas
signalss1 or s2 . A non-null signal errore is then sent onto an
integrator and the actuator acts upon the mirror to null t
signal. We have realized a position looked loop system.

Suppose now thats1 or s2 undergo a phase shift by a
amount ofDf. Here again,e becomes non-null and a motio
of the mirror via the lock-in electronic is generated to co
pensate the phase shift by Doppler effect until phases
signalss1 , s2 , ands3 become equal. Displacement valueDx
of the mirror is directly related to the phase shift by t
equationDx5lDf/4p. If the phase shift is quantified an
equal toDf52p/N whereN is an integer, it becomes pos
sible to control the displacement of the translation stage w
a known step given byDp5l/2N5c/2Nn. As the laser fre-
quencyn ~or wavelength in vacuum! is one of the frequen-
cies recommended by the Comite´ International des Poids e
Mesures to realize the me`ter, the traceability of the displace
ment measurements is assured at the nanometric scale.

B. Speed control

If the period of repetition of these steps is stable~thanks
to a high-stability quartz oscillator!, we impose an uniform
speed to the displacement of the movable mirror. The un
tainty on the value of the speedu could be as high as th
uncertainty on step value. This uncertainty is given by

sū

ū
5

2A3

h3/2

s p̄

p̄
, ~11!

whereū is the mean value,h the step number,s p̄ the noise
level on each step, andp̄ the mean value of a step.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS

A. Description of the commercial heterodyne
interferometer

A sketch of the commercial heterodyne system is sho
in Fig. 3. A laser beam coming from a He–Ne frequen
stabilized laser enters into an acousto-optic modula
~AOM! which generates two output beams. One of
beams~zero order! remains at the initial frequencyn1 rather
than the other~first order! is shifted in frequency by an
amount ofDn equals to 20 MHz. These two waves are p
Downloaded 04 May 2006 to 193.51.41.209. Redistribution subject to AI
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larized at 45° with respect tos andp axes. Both beams pas
through a birefringent prism that divide each of them in
two beams polarized alongs andp axes. The main angle o
the prism is designed to make colinear thes-polarized beam
of the zero order wave with thep-polarized beam of the firs
order wave at the output of the prism.6 At the output of the
laser, the beam contains two monochromatic waves that
orthogonally polarized with slightly different wavelength
equal tol15632.991 528 andl25632.991 501 nm. The la
ser wavelengthl1 has been calibrated by beat frequen
technic using a national reference with a relative uncerta
of 1.631029. Then, optical beam passes through a two-p
interferometer7 before entering into an optical fiber pickup
There it passes through a polarizer that mixes the parallel
overlapping portions of the beam and a lens that couples
light into an optical fiber. The laser head outputs the ref
ence signal atDn5n22n1 via also an optical fiber. The
electronics measure the phase difference between both
nals and process it to provide position and speed outp
The system’s resolution is limited by the system’s noise a
by the phase measurement method. The phase measure
has a dynamic error due to the variation between the t
when the measurement signal transition occurred and wh
is processed synchronously with the system clock. This t
of 61/2 of the system clock’s cycle results in a random p
sition error, which appears as system noise proportiona
the Doppler shift. The resolution of the system is 0.31 n
~l/2048!. This corresponds to a phase resolution of 36
512°, or 0.7°, which is 97.7 ps at 20 MHz. This resolution
a factor of 2 better than that of any other commercially ava
able system. Detailed informations concerning ZMI2001
terferometers could be found in Ref. 8.

B. Experimental setup

Experimental setup is detailed in Fig. 4. An optical fib
connector on a front panel of the laser head, allows us
synchronize the laser frequency to an external reference

FIG. 3. Description of the commercial heterodyne interferometer: Inter
ometer used in our experiment is a ZMI2001 from Zygo. It is compos
mainly by a laser source with two orthogonally polarized beams separate
frequency by 20 MHz. These two components are generated by an aco
optic modulator~AOM! and a birefringent prism~BP!. The Michelson’s
interferometer is a double-pass one. It is composed by a stationary m
~SM!, quarter waveplates~QWP!, a polarizing beamsplitter~PBS!, and a
movable mirror~MM !. The resolution of the system is 0.31 nm.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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cillator. Signalss1 ands2 are at frequency both equal to 2
MHz, generated from a homemade synthesizer with an
trastable quartz oscillator (s,1029 for 1 s,t,1000 s!. Ini-
tially, frequency of the synthesizer is equal to 640 MHz.
TTL signal at 10 MHz frequency issues from a digital sy
thesizer~DS345, Stanford! is used to synchronize the cloc
of our synthesizer. The DS345 is also used to generate a
frequency TTL signal which controls the inhibition of on
period of the clock at 640 MHz using a command circ
composed by a logical PECL circuit. Each inhibition corr
sponds to a phase jump of 2p on the signal at 640 MHz. This
signal is then divided by a ratio of 32 using a low noi
divisor circuit with digitally phase adjustment. Output of th
divisor presents two signals both at 20 MHz frequency
with one presenting phase jumps. The DS345 is contro
by a PC board using an IEEE connection. The signal sen
the laser head is also sent to the ZMI2001 measurem
board to calculate the displacement of the movable mi
using Eq.~10!.

The beam coming from the laser is sent to a double-p
Michelson’s interferometer~DPMI, Zygo!. Movable mirror
is mounted on a piezoelectric actuator~AE0203, Thorlabs!.
At the output of the interferometer, the beam is divided b
50/50 neutral density beamsplitter. One part of the beam
sent to the ZMI2001 data acquisition system to measure
displacement value. The other part of the beam is sent
mixer to be compared tos2 with quantified phase jumps
Error signal is sent to a high voltage controller to lock in t
PZT actuator. Simultaneously, a weather station measure
room temperature, pressure, humidity content, and CO2 con-
tent. These values allow us to measure the fluctuations o
refractive index of air using Edle´n equations.9

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Each time that a phase jump of 2p/32 occurred at the
mixer, movable mirror do a step ofl/128. The wavelength o

FIG. 4. Experimental setup: The laser head of the commercial interfer
eter is synchronized by an external reference signal coming from a ho
made electronic circuit. At the output of the interferometer~MI !, the beam is
divided by a neutral density beamsplitter. One part of the beam is sent t
ZMI measurement board. The other part is sent to the PLL to lockin
mirror position via an integrator and a high voltage controller.
Downloaded 04 May 2006 to 193.51.41.209. Redistribution subject to AI
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the laser has been calibrated by Zygo and the nominal v
is equal tol15632.991 528 nm. Hence, we expect a st
value of 4.945 nm. Relative uncertainty on the laser wa
length is 1.631029. So intrinsic uncertainty on the ste
value is 831029 nm. This value is the limit on accuracy tha
can be achieved with our method. Step by step displacem
of the target mirror is depicted in Fig. 5. We can see st
corresponding to each phase jumps at the mixer. Noise l
on each step is equal to 0.22 nm~at 1s!. Fluctuations of the
room temperature, pressure, humidity content, and CO2 con-
tent are, respectively, 0.1 °C, 100 Pa,,1%, and 60 ppm.
Using Edlén equations, refractive index of air variation
1731028. This corresponds to a negligible correction fact
This system of nanodisplacement and nanopositioning
dedicated to the watt balance project of the Bureau Natio
de Métrologie ~France!. The aim of this project is to give a
new definition to the mass unit.10 One parameter to measur
in this project is the speed of a moving coil. This speed w
be equal to 2 mm s21 and must be measured with an unce
tainty of 2 pm s21 ~at 1s!. According to Eq.~11!, the uncer-
tainty on the speed of the movable mirror is inversely p

FIG. 6. Speed control of the target mirror composing the Michelson’s in
ferometer: The slope of the curve is equal to the speed of the target m
This speed is imposed by the period of repetition of the phase jumps~i.e., 20
Hz!. As each step is equal to 4.945 nm, the speed is hence equal to 98
~1! nm s21.

-
e-

he
e

FIG. 5. Step by step displacement of the target mirror: We can see s
corresponding to phase jumps at the mixer level. Noise level on each st
equal to 0.22 nm~at 1s!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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portional to the number of steps. The displacement rang
the PZT actuator used in our experiment is limited to 3mm
for an applied voltage of 100 V. Note that our method do
not have displacement range limit. The limit is only impos
by the translation stage used. This displacement is re
sented in Fig. 6. The slope of this curve is equal to the sp
of the movable mirror. This speedu is imposed by the period
of repetition of the phase jumps equal to 20 Hz. As each s
is equal to 4.945 nm,u is equal to 98.904~1! nm s21. Uncer-
tainty onu is calculated with a step numberh equal to 565
and a noise level on each steps p̄ equal to 0.22 nm at 1s.
Relative uncertainty on the speed already reach 131023. To
reach a relative uncertainty of 1029, we need to make 3
3105 steps that is to say 1.5 mm of displacement. Displa
Downloaded 04 May 2006 to 193.51.41.209. Redistribution subject to AI
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ment range in watt balance project is planned to be 60 m
Such uncertainty could be achieved with our method.
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